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This test plan addresses the test runs and cases constructed to verify the correct installation of Release 1408. The test is made up of the following components:

1. Control Table Data Base (CTL) Initial Load (LOADCTL)
2. Employee Data Base (EDB) Initial Load (LOADEDB)
3. EDB Web Testing
CONTROL TABLE (CTL) INITIAL LOAD (LOADCTRL)

Description

This job loads the DB2 CTL database.

Verification

Ensure that the DB2 CTL has been successfully restored by verifying normal completion of the job and ensuring that all tables have been successfully loaded into the data base.
EMPLOYEE DATA BASE (EDB) INITIAL LOAD (LOADEDB)

Description

This job loads the EDB database.

Verification

In order to assure successful completion of this job, verify that the EDB has been successfully restored by verifying normal completion of the job and ensuring that all tables have been successfully loaded into the database.
**Web EDB Testing**

**Description**
These tests confirm that the application navigation works properly.

**Verification**

1. Logon to the Web EDB Inquiry Application using your Payroll Userid and Password.
   
   Result: The Web Applications Main Menu screen appears.

2. Click on the url for Employee Database (EDB) Inquiry
   
   Result: The EDB Entry/Update Central Office-FLSA screen appears.

3. Enter Employee ID 000050030 and click on Personal on the left most frame of the page.
   
   Result: The Personal Information page appears populated with data.

4. Click on Address on the left most frame of the page.
   
   Result: The Address Information page appears populated with data

5. Click on Employment on the left most frame of the page.
   
   Result: The Employment Status Information page appears populated with data

6. Click on Labor Relations on the left most frame of the page.
   
   Result: The Labor Relations Information page appears populated with data.

7. Click on Benefits on the left most frame of the page.
   
   Result: The Benefits Enrollment Information page appears populated with data.

8. Click on Retirement on the left most frame of the page.
   
   Result: The Retirement Information page appears populated with data.
9. Click on Citizenship on the left most frame of the page.
   Result: The Citizenship/Visa Status Information page appears populated with data.

10. Click on Taxes on the left most frame of the page.
    Result: The Tax Information page appears populated with data.

11. Click on Hours Balances on the left most frame of the page.
    Result: The Hours Balances page appears populated with data.

12. Click on Pay Disposition on the left most frame of the page.
    Result: The Pay Disposition Information page appears populated with data.

13. Click on Leave Accrual on the left most frame of the page.
    Result: The Leave Accrual History page appears populated with data.

14. Click on Licenses on the left most frame of the page.
    Result: The Licenses and Certificates Information page appears with the following message:
    “There is no license or certificate information for this employee.”

15. Click on Financial Aid on the left most frame of the page.
    Result: The Financial Aid Information page appears with the following message:
    “There is no financial aid information for this employee.”

16. Click on Work Study on the left most frame of the page.
    Result: The Work Study Information page appears populated with the following message:
    “There is no work study information for this employee.”

17. Click on Browse on the left most frame of the page.
    Result: The Browse page appears populated with data. You can sort this data by Employee ID, Name, SSN or Department by clicking on the underlined headings for those columns.

18. Click on Logout in the upper right hand corner of the page.
Result: You are taken to a page that tells you that you are now logged out of the application. You can log back on by clicking on “Click here to log on again.”

**Description**

These tests confirm that the application data is being selected properly.

**Verification**

Logon to both the Web EDB Inquiry application and the PPS CICS Online EDB Inquiry application. Select the same employee for both applications. Verify that the data displayed the Web EDB Inquiry application matches the data displayed on the CICS EDB Inquiry application. For example, an employee’s birth date should be the same in both applications. Note, however, that the same data is not always available in both applications.

**THIS COMPLETES THE WEB TESTING.**